Introduction

Esophageal cancer is the 18th most prevalent cancer in the United States and five-year survival is around 20 percent (1). The majority of patients present with localized or regional disease, and surgical resection, in the form of an esophagectomy, is crucial for improved outcome (1). There are three standard techniques for an esophagectomy: transhiatal, McKeown, and Ivor-Lewis. They all use a gastric conduit to replace the esophagus. The transhiatal esophagectomy is performed through the abdomen and left neck, with a cervical anastomosis. A McKeown, or three field, esophagectomy, is performed through the right chest, then the abdomen and left neck, also with a cervical anastomosis. An Ivor-Lewis esophagectomy is performed through the abdomen and then right chest, with a thoracic anastomosis. Each of these operations are increasingly performed using minimally invasive approaches—laparoscopic or robotic approaches in the abdomen, and video-assisted thorascoscopic surgery (VATS) or robotic approaches in the chest (2-4). Although technically more challenging due to the rigid chest and the esophagus lying deep in the mediastinum, minimally invasive techniques have been found to have similar oncologic outcomes (4,5). Robotic esophagectomies began with the transhiatal approach—utilizing the robot for the abdominal dissection and placing the anastomosis in the neck (6).

For an Ivor-Lewis esophagectomy, the main steps in the abdominal portion are gastric dissection, ligation of the left gastric pedicle, creation of the conduit, and typically jejunostomy tube placement. The main steps in the right chest portion are the esophageal dissection including lymph nodes, delivery of the specimen and gastric conduit into the chest, and anastomosis. The purpose of this article is to discuss and review the esophageal-gastric anastomosis performed as a stapled end-to-end anastomosis (EEA). Other anastomotic techniques described in the literature include a hand sewn and partial linear stapled anastomosis (7,8).
has been previously described. Retrospective reviews of robotic esophagectomies, utilizing the EEA stapler for an intrathoracic anastomosis, demonstrated a 0–15% leak rate (10-15). One randomized controlled trial of sixty-one cases compared robotic-assisted esophagectomies and the utilization of stapled EEA or double-layered robotically sewn anastomoses in 2018. No significant differences in operative times were noted between the two groups which averaged 325 and 302 minutes respectively (5). Similarly, there was no significant difference found in blood loss, conversion rate, overall complication rate, or length of hospitalization (5). The study concluded that both stapled and sewn anastomoses were safe and resulted in appropriate outcomes (5).

Operative technique
The goal of this paper and associated video is to describe the technique for a robotic intrathoracic anastomosis during an Ivor Lewis esophagectomy. The equipment and instruments used are listed (Table 1). The abdominal portion including conduit creation is completed. The patient is turned to the left lateral decubitus position. Four robotic ports (three 8mm and one 12 mm) and one assistant port (12 mm) are utilized for the chest portion of a robotic Ivor-Lewis operation (Figure 1). Our video begins with the esophageal transection (Video 1). Robot Arm 1 has the Tip-up Fenestrated Grasper, Arm 2 the Cadiere Forceps, Arm 3 the 30-degree camera, and Arm 4 the Monopolar Curved Scissors. The bedside assistant is utilizing the laparoscopic suction irrigator to maintain a clean field. The esophagus is transected with multiple bites of the robotic Monopolar Curved Scissors. At 0:16 in the video, the nasogastric tube is retracted prior to complete esophageal transection with the robotic Monopolar Curved Scissors. The nasogastric tube is retracted seven centimeters proximal to the esophageal transection site so it remains within the esophagus until advanced, but does not encroach on the anastomosis.

At 0:39, the anvil for the EEA stapler is introduced into the chest. Utilizing two Cadiere Forceps through robotic Arms 2 and 4, the anvil is inserted into the proximal esophagus. At 0:53, the first pursestring begins with 2-0 Ethibond suture, cut to 15 centimeters in length, in a running fashion to secure the EEA anvil in place. This is done with a Cadiere Forceps in Arm 2 and a Mega Suturecut Needle Driver in Arm 4. The robotic Arm 1 is still unused at this time. In a simple running fashion,
outside to inside, multiple bites of the distal esophagus are taken. We limit these bites to less than eight as it is difficult to tighten the pursestring if more bites are performed. At 2:21, the first pursestring is intracorporeally tied. At 2:55, the second pursestring begins with 2-0 Ethibond cut to 15 centimeters in length. It is performed more proximally on the esophagus than the first pursestring and involves about four bites of the esophagus. This second pursestring, done outside of the first, specifically focuses on areas of protrusion during the first pursestring or areas that may not be completely incorporated within the first.

The conduit is then brought into the chest. As haptic feedback is not available at the robotic console, the bedside assistant leads the introduction of the conduit into the chest using an atraumatic Davis and Geck instrument through the assistant port. Once delivered into the chest, the conduit is further assessed for appropriate length and the site for anastomosis is determined. Typically, this is placed just proximal to where the gastroepiploic artery terminates. Often, some gastric fat is removed from the greater curve of the stomach; seen at 4:25. This is done with the Tip-up Fenestrated Grasper in Arm 2 and the Curved Bipolar Dissector in Arm 4. This location along the greater curvature of the stomach is chosen for the anastomosis as it will ultimately permit the gastric conduit to lie anatomically with the staple line completely to the patient’s right and the gastroepiploic artery on the greater curvature of the conduit to the patient’s left. At 4:37, a conduit gastrotomy is created near the proximal staple line utilizing the Tip-up Fenestrated Grasper in Arm 2 and the Monopolar Curved Scissors in Arm 4. This gastrotomy is where the EEA stapler is subsequently placed into the gastric conduit. Using a Davis and Geck laparoscopic retractor, the assistant aids in the opening the gastrotomy while the Monopolar Curved Scissors in Arm 4 continue the gastrotomy. Prior to introducing the EEA stapler handle, Arm 2 is undocked and its incision enlarged to accommodate the EEA stapler handle (Figure 1). At 5:28, the gastrotomy is held open by Cadiere Forceps in Arms 1 and 4, and the EEA stapler is introduced into the gastrotomy by the bedside assistant. At 5:34, the spike of the EEA stapler is deployed. Some resistance on the gastric conduit is applied with the Cadiere forceps in Arm 4. The orange line on the spike, confirming full deployment on the EEA spike, is visualized at 5:45. While the Cadiere Forceps in Arm 1 holds the gastric conduit taut over the stapler, the Cadiere Forceps in Arm 4 grasps the anvil and aligns it onto the stapler spike. Confirmation of the orange mark on the spike within the anvil is completed at 6:03. The stapler is tightened and deployed by the bedside assistant, while the Cadiere Forceps in Arm 4 ensures that all structures are out of the way, including the azygos vein stumps. The anvil is closed to minimize any incisional contamination, and the EEA stapler is removed. On the back table, the EEA stapler donuts are then examined to confirm they are intact.

The blue 45 millimeter robotic linear stapler is then introduced into the redocked Arm 2 through the enlarged incision previously used for the EEA stapler. For this portion of the operation, the Cadiere Forceps are in Arms 1 and 4, and the camera is in Arm 3. The proximal gastric conduit is gently retracted away from the mediastinum while the stapler is advanced across the gastrotomy. The stapler is closed, ensuring no other structures are trapped in the stapler firing. Once the stapler is closed, prior to firing, visualization of the EEA anastomosis is done to ensure the linear stapler is not too close to the EEA staple line. The stapler is fired and a second cartridge of the blue 45 millimeter robotic linear stapler is used to completely transect the proximal gastric conduit and close the gastrotomy. The stapler is then removed from Arm 2 and this robotic arm is undocked again permitting access into the chest for a specimen bag. The gastric specimen is then removed. The conduit is then assessed and the NG tube advanced with intrathoracic visualization.

**Tips**

- When backing up the NG tube, just withdraw about 7 centimeters, so it remains in the esophagus very proximally. This way it does not have to be nasally reinserted after the anastomosis is made and can simply be advanced.
- Aligning the spike and the anvil for a connection can be difficult. Small movements of the robotic surgeon and the assistant should be attempted.
- When firing the EEA stapler, the robotic surgeon must advance her/his left hand holding the gastric conduit simultaneously as the stapler advances and fires.
- When firing the linear stapler, ensure enough distance from the EEA staples as to not devascularize the proximal gastric conduit.

**Discussion**

Here we have described and demonstrated our robotic stapled end-to-end anastomosis in detail (Video 1).
Utilizing the EEA stapler offers a level of reproducibility and reliability when compared to a hand sewn technique. While the EEA stapled anastomosis is not new to esophagectomies and has been described previously during a robotic esophagectomy, we emphasize its applicability and ease of integration into a robotic esophagectomy (16). While the robotic platform does not currently offer an end-to-end stapling ability, the described technique of undocking an arm for utilization of the EEA stapler is feasible and appropriate.
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